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Application of Large-Eddy
Simulation to the Study
of Pulsatile Flow in a Modeled
Arterial Stenosis
The technique of large-eddy simulation (LES) has been applied to the study of pu
flow through a modeled arterial stenosis. A simple stenosis model has been use
consists of a one-sided 50 percent semicircular constriction in a planar channel. The
volume flux is varied sinusoidally in time in a manner similar to the laminar flow sim
lations of Tutty (1992). LES is used to compute flow at a peak Reynolds number of
and a Strouhal number of 0.024. At this Reynolds number, the flow downstream
stenosis transitions to turbulence and exhibits all the classic features of post-stenoti
as described by Khalifa and Giddens (1981) and Lieber and Giddens (1990). T
include the periodic shedding of shear layer vortices and transition to turbulence do
stream of the stenosis. Computed frequency spectra indicate that the vortex she
occurs at a distinct high frequency, and the potential implication of this for noninva
diagnosis of arterial stenoses is discussed. A variety of statistics have been also ext
and a number of other physical features of the flow are described in order to demon
the usefulness of LES for the study of post-stenotic flows.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1385840#
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Introduction
Blood flow through arteries is inherently unsteady due to

cyclic nature of the heart pump, and Reynolds number can v
from O~1! in the small arterioles to as high as O(103) in the larger
arteries. For instance, the peak Reynolds number in the ascen
aorta of a dog has been measured to be approximately 4
whereas that in the main pulmonary artery is about 3000@1,2#.
Although it is firmly established that steady laminar flow throu
a pipe becomes unstable at a Reynolds number~based on the
mean velocity and pipe diameter! of about 2000 and fully turbu-
lent flow ensues at about 4000@3#, flow pulsatility and the com-
pliant nature of the arterial wall are expected to have a signific
effect on the transition to turbulence in arterial flows@4,5#. In
particular, the effect of pulsatility on transition to turbulence
arterial flows has been the subject of many previous studies
there is a significant amount of evidence that suggests that tu
lence does occur in a wide variety of such flows@6,7#.

The possibility of generating turbulence is greatly increased
the presence of a stenosis in the artery. For even mode
stenoses, the separated shear layer coming off the stenosi
become turbulent at a Reynolds number as low as a few hun
@8,9#. Turbulence can have a dramatic influence on the pres
drop and wall shear stress downstream of the stenosis, bot
which can have a substantial negative influence on the cardio
cular system. For example, wall shear stresses and shear
have been correlated with the incidence of atherosclerosis in
artery @10#. Turbulence downstream of the arterial stenosis is
pected to alter the shear as well as pressure forces on the e
thelium in the post-stenotic region. Furthermore, stress and p
sure fields induced by the flow can also cause fracture of
plaque, which may further result in embolization and occlusion
arteries and arterial collapse@11#. The generation of turbulenc
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downstream of a stenosis also has important implications for
agnostic procedures. For instance, current procedures for loca
severe stenosis includes detecting the murmurs~bruits! produced
by the unsteady flow downstream of the stenosis@10,12,13#. Bet-
ter understanding of the flow and turbulence in post-stenotic fl
could possibly lead to more accurate diagnostic procedures in
future.

From the point of view of accurate computational modelin
such flows can be challenging. On the one hand the Reyn
number is high enough that direct numerical simulation~DNS!,
where all the spatial and temporal scales of turbulence are a
rately resolved@14#, would be extremely taxing on computin
resources. On the other hand, both the pulsatile nature of the
and the relatively low Reynolds number result in a flow that is
from fully developed turbulence. Consequently, conventio
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes~RANS! turbulence models
@15#, which are designed primarily for simulating well-develope
high-Reynolds-number turbulent flows are not well suited
these arterial flows.

Large-eddy simulation~LES! is an approach that can be con
sidered to lie between DNS and RANS, and is, in our view
technique well suited for the computational modeling of turbule
arterial flows. Unlike DNS, where all the spatial and tempo
scales are resolved, in LES only the energy-containing sc
~termed ‘‘large eddies’’! of the turbulence are resolved spatial
and temporally; the smaller scales, termed subgrid scales~SGS!,
are modeled@14#. The LES approach has a number of bene
over DNS and RANS. First, since the smallest scales do not n
to be resolved, the spatial and temporal resolution required h
can be substantially lower than that for a corresponding DN
Secondly, unlike RANS modeling, LES provides time-accur
information about a wide range of dynamically important scales
the flow. It is therefore capable of providing better physical
sight and has the potential to be a more accurate predictive
Finally, since the subgrid scales are in principal more universa
nature, relatively simple turbulence models can be employed
modeling these scales. Consequently, LES can be applied
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wide range of turbulent flows without resorting to ad hoc ‘‘tu
ing’’ of the turbulence model to accommodate specific flow b
havior @15#. The computational expense of these simulations ty
cally increases with the Reynolds number and for relativ
complex geometries, this has limited the application of LES
only moderately high Reynolds number turbulent flows. Howev
the Reynolds numbers of blood flow in the human cardiovasc
system are limited to about O(104) and this is well within the
reach of present day computers.

In the current paper, the application of LES to a modeled a
rial stenosis is described with the objective of demonstrating
utility of this technique for the analysis of turbulent and tran
tional cardiovascular flows. A wide variety of information can
extracted from a large-eddy simulation. This can then be use
gain a comprehensive understanding of the spatio-temporal
namics of such flows. This is demonstrated here for the spe
case of a modeled arterial stenosis.

Stenosis Model
A relatively simple model of a stenosed artery studied pre

ously by Tutty @16# has been chosen in the current study. T
geometry is shown in Fig. 1 and it consists of a planar chan
with a one-sided semicircular stenosis. The stenosis reduce
channel area by 50 percent. However, unlike Tutty, who p
formed a two-dimensional simulation, in the current large-ed
simulation, allowance is made for periodic variation of flow qua
tities in the spanwise direction. It should be pointed out that
bulence is inherently a three-dimensional phenomenon an
keeping with this, LES is always carried out as a thre
dimensional simulation. The diameter of the semicircular const
tion is equal to the channel height, which is denoted byH. The
channel extends 4H and 12H upstream and downstream of th
center of the stenosis, respectively.

A parabolic inflow profile is imposed at the inlet and in a ma
ner similar to Tutty@16#, the flow rate per unit channel width i
varied in a sinusoidal manner asQ(t)5(Qmax/2)@12cos(2pt/T)#
whereT is the time period of the pulse andQmax is the maximum
flow rate. The Strouhal number, which corresponds to the no
mensional frequency of the inlet flow oscillation, is defined
St05H2/TQmax and the peak Reynolds number is defined as
5Qmax/n. The Womersley number is used widely in the descr
tion of cardiovascular flows and for this configuration, the Wo
ersley number is given bya5(p Re St0/2)1/2. At the exit, a con-
vective boundary condition is applied that allows the vort
structures to exit the domain with minimal reflections. Perio
boundary conditions are applied on the spanwise boundaries
therefore, flow exiting from one spanwise boundary returns i
the flow domain from the other spanwise boundary.

The flow downstream of an arterial stenosis is characterized
a separating, transitioning shear layer that evolves under the
fluence of a pulsatile inflow and interacts with the arterial wa
downstream of the stenosis. The planar geometric model tha

Fig. 1 Schematic of the stenosis model employed in the cur-
rent simulations
326 Õ Vol. 123, AUGUST 2001
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been chosen here is relatively simple and obviously does not
count for the circular arterial lumen. It does, however, inclu
some of the important geometrical features of an arterial sten
and is expected to exhibit many of the key features~as mentioned
above! that characterize post-stenotic flow in a realistic artery. T
simplicity of the chosen geometry reduces the computational
pense of these simulations and allows us to obtain w
converged, accurate results, which are then analyzed in deta
extracting a variety of statistics.

Numerical Methodology
Detailed description of the LES methodology can be found

Rogallo and Moin@14#, Germano et al.@17#, and Lesieur and
Metais@18#. In addition to this, the specific implementation of th
technique and the numerical algorithm that is used here can
found in Mittal and Moin@19# and Kaltenbach et al.@20#. Here
only a brief overview of the technique, as it is implemented in t
current simulations, is provided.

Governing Equation and SGS Model. It has been well es-
tablished that blood in the larger vessels can be modeled q
accurately as a Newtonian fluid@2,7# and therefore it is assume
that the flow through the modeled stenosis is governed by
unsteady, viscous, incompressible Navier–Stokes equations.
viewpoint taken in LES is that the velocity and pressure field c
be decomposed asui5ūi1ui8 and p5 p̄1p8 where the bar de-
notes large scales that can be resolved on a given mesh an
prime quantities are the subgrid scales, i.e., the scales tha
smaller than the mesh size and therefore cannot be resolved
above-described decomposition can be applied to the incomp
ible Navier–Stokes equations and the following ‘‘filtered’’ equ
tions obtained for the resolved scales:

]ūi

]xi
50;

]ūi

]t
1

]ūi ū j

]xi
52

] p̄

]xi
1

1

Re

]2ūi

]xj]xj
2

]t i j

]xj
(1)

where t i j is the subgrid scale tensor given byt i j 5uiuj2ūi ū j .
The subgrid scale tensor cannot be calculated directly in a si
lation since it requires knowledge ofui and therefore ofui8 ,
which is not known. Therefore, in order to close this system
equations, a model needs to be used for the subgrid scale te
The most widely used subgrid-scale stress model is an eddy
cosity type model wheret i j 2 d i j /3tkk522nTS̄i j . In this model,
nT is the eddy viscosity andS̄i j 51/2(]ūi /]xj 1 ]ū j /]xi) is the
resolved strain-rate tensor. The Smagorinsky model@21# is used to
model the eddy viscosity wherenT5(CsD)2uSu. In this model,Cs
is the Smagorinsky constant, which remains to be determined,
D is a measure of the local grid spacing.

The key to closing this system of equations then is to obtain
appropriate value of the Smagorinsky constantCs . Here the
spanwise-averaged version of the dynamic model@17,22# is used
for the parametrization of the subgrid scale stresses. In the
namic model@17# a procedure is used that allows for the estim
tion of the Smagorinsky constant from the instantaneous reso
flow. Further details of this model are available in the referen
mentioned above. However, it is important to note that this mo
has a number of features that make it attractive for complex tr
sitional and turbulent flow. These include (a) no ad hocspecifi-
cation of model constants; (b) no requirement for a wall model
(c) automatic detection of laminar and turbulent regions; andd)
capability to predict transition to turbulence@23#. The last two are
especially attractive for pulsatile arterial flows since, first, the
flows constantly cycle between laminar and turbulent states,
second, a capability forpredictingthe onset of turbulence obviate
the need for anyad hoc assumptions regarding the transitio
process.

Spatial and Temporal Discretization. The three-dimensiona
governing equations, Eq.~1!, are cast in a generalized curvilinea
coordinate system in the (x12x2) plane whereas thex3 direction
Transactions of the ASME
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is retained as a planar direction. A fully staggered arrangemen
the primitive variables is used in the (x12x2) plane and the equa
tions are written in terms of the velocity fluxes on the cell face
The spatial discretization scheme is a mixed finite-differen
spectral scheme where a second-order central difference sche
used in the (x12x2) plane and a Fourier spectral method is us
in the spanwise (x3) direction. A two-dimensional view of the
mesh in the vicinity of the stenosis is shown in Fig. 2.

A fractional-step scheme@24# is used for advancing the solutio
in time. In this scheme the equations are advanced first to
intermediate step, where only the convection and diffusion effe
are taken into account. This is followed by the pressure correc
step, which requires the solution of the Poisson equation for p
sure. Subsequently the pressure correction is added to the i
mediate velocity field, thereby resulting in a divergence free fi
velocity. A mixed implicit–explicit scheme is used for th
advection–diffusion equation wherein a third-order Runge–Ku
scheme is used for the nonlinear convection and cross terms a
Crank–Nicolson scheme is used for the diagonal viscous ter
This discretization scheme avoids the viscous stability constrai
which can be quite restrictive for these types of computations

Results and Discussion
Large-eddy simulation has been carried out for the descri

geometry with Re52000 and St050.024, which corresponds to
Womersley number of about 8.7. The spanwise domain siz
chosen equal to the channel height and all the results prese
here have been obtained on a 240364316(x13x23x3) grid,
which corresponds to about a quarter million mesh points. T
grid is nonuniform in thex1 and x2 directions with enhanced
resolution in the post-stenotic region and in the wall bound
layers. A small random spanwise disturbance is provided at
beginning of the simulation and subsequently the three dimens
ality is allowed to develop on its own through the inherent ins
bility of the flow. Eventually the flow reaches a stationary sta
and the simulation is carried beyond this for about eight cyc
and statistics accumulated over this period. The simulation
been carried out on a 195 MHz SGI Origin-2000 multiproces
computer. Each cycle takes about 37 CPU hours on one node
the entire simulation takes about 500 CPU hours on one nod
this computer.

Thin shear layers and boundary layers are formed in this fl
that induce large gradients in the vertical direction. Thus, dem
strating the adequacy of the grid in this direction is crucial. O
additional simulation has been carried out on a 240396316(x1
3x23x3) mesh, which contains 50 percent more points in t
vertical direction than the previous mesh. This simulation requi
about 55 CPU hours per cycle. In order to reduce the total co
putation time for this simulation, the solution from the 240364
316 mesh has been used to initiate this simulation. Furtherm
this simulation is run for fewer cycles, which is just adequate
accumulating converged first-order statistics like the mean ve
ity. In Fig. 3 are plotted the mean velocity profiles in the vicini
of the stenosis as obtained from these two simulations. These
been computed by averaging over time as well as the homo
neous spanwise direction. The profiles from the two simulatio
are found to be in good agreement with each other, with maxim
differences being less than 5 percent ofU, whereU5 Qmax/H is
the characteristic velocity for this flow. This clearly indicates th

Fig. 2 Two-dimensional view of the mesh in the vicinity of the
stenosis. Only every second grid point in the x 1 and every
fourth point in the x 2 direction is shown.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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the 64 points used in the vertical direction provide adequate
curacy in the current simulation. With some measure of con
dence in the computed results, the focus now shifts to describ
the results of the LES. All results presented here have been
tained on the 240364316 mesh and furthermore, have been e
tracted after the flow has reached a stationary state.

Figure 4 shows a sequence of four plots of the spanwi
averaged spanwise vorticity. Spanwise vorticity is denoted byvz
and is equal to (]u2 /]x12]u1 /]x2). Figure 4~a! corresponds to
the phase in the cycle where the inlet volume flux is zero (t/T
50) and the spanwise vorticity contours show the remnants of
vortical structures formed downstream of the stenosis in the p
vious cycle. Figure 4~b! corresponds to the phase in the cyc
where the volume flux is half its maximum value and the flow h
maximum acceleration (t/T50.25). It can be seen from the figur
that the rapidly increasing velocity results in the creation of
shear layer at the lip of the stenosis. This shear layer separates
begins to roll up into a counterclockwise rotating vortex. Furth
more, the increasing velocity in the stenosis region also induce
relatively intense vorticity layer on the bottom wall, which is in
duced to separate and lift up from the bottom wall by the action
the counterclockwise vortex. Figure 4~c! corresponds to the phas
of maximum volume flux (t/T50.50) and the vorticity plot shows
an extremely complex flow field. It can be observed that the fl
field is dominated by a number of large vortices. The shear la
that separates from the lip of the stenosis rolls up periodically i
vortices, which are shed and then travel downstream. In fact,
vortex seen developing in Fig. 4~b! has already traveled down
stream and is now located near the upper wall at aboutx/H
510. In addition to the vortices that develop from the separa
shear layer, the vorticity layer on the lower wall also rolls up in

Fig. 3 Comparison of mean velocity profiles obtained from
two different simulations. The solid and dotted lines corre-
spond to 240 Ã64Ã16 and 240Ã96Ã16 meshes, respectively.
The solid circles indicate locations where temporal variation of
flow variable is extracted for frequency analysis.

Fig. 4 Sequence of four spanwise-averaged, spanwise vortic-
ity plots over one flow cycle for the Re Ä2000, St0Ä0.024 case.
Dark and light shades represent clockwise and counterclock-
wise vorticity, respectively. „a… t ÕTÄ0, „b … t ÕTÄ0.25, „c … t ÕT
Ä0.5, „d … t ÕTÄ0.75.
AUGUST 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 327
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large clockwise rotating vortices, which interact with the she
layer vortices as they travel downstream. Finally, Fig. 4~d! corre-
sponds to the phase in the cycle when the mass flux is half
maximum value and the flow has maximum deceleration (t/T
50.75). The effect of the deceleration is to inhibit the rollup
the shear layer and as a result the shear layer extends far d
stream at this time instant.

It is worthwhile pointing out that these spanwise-averaged p
do not give a full appreciation of the three-dimensional struct
of the flow. This is seen best by looking at the three-dimensio
variation of spanwise vorticity. In Fig. 5 is shown an iso-surfa
plot of spanwise vorticity corresponding to Fig. 4~c!. From this
figure it is clear that the shear layers that develop on the sten
and the lower wall are primarily two dimensional but becom
three dimensional downstream where the vortex rollup occurs

In Fig. 6, the mean velocity and pressure fields are sho
These mean quantities have been computed by averaging ov
number of cycles as well as the homogeneous spanwise direc
Figure 6~a! shows a streamline plot corresponding to the me
velocity field. The plot shows a large mean recirculation zo
behind the stenosis on the upper wall, which extends aboutH
downstream of the stenosis. In addition to this, there also exis
smaller recirculation zone on the lower wall. Figure 6~b! shows a
gray-scale contour plot of the mean pressure. In this plot dark
light shades correspond to high and low pressures, respecti
As expected, there is a significant pressure drop due to the p
ence of the stenosis. Furthermore, it is also readily apparent
the recirculation regions observed in Fig. 6~a! are associated with
regions of low pressure.

As mentioned earlier, it has been hypothesized that the dis
bution and magnitude of the shear stress and pressure on th
terial walls play a role in the genesis and acceleration of arte
diseases. For instance, local hypertension may be directly ca
by localized increase in lateral wall pressure@25#. It has also been
established that sites of predilection for atherosclerosis are o
correlated with regions of low shear stress@26,27#. On the other
hand, high shear stress might also lead to platelet activation@28#,
which can accelerate atherosclerosis. In Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! are
plotted the variation of the skin friction and pressure coefficie
on both channel walls. The skin friction and pressure coefficie
are defined asCf5tw /q0 and Cp5(p2p0) /q0 , respectively.
Heretw is the wall shear,p0 is the reference mean inlet pressur
and q051/2rU2. A number of interesting observations can b
made from these plots. First, the largest mean shear stress i
perienced on the stenosis surface just upstream of the tip of

Fig. 5 Three-dimensional isosurface plot of spanwise vorticity
corresponding to Fig. 4 „c …

Fig. 6 Mean flow characteristics obtained by averaging in time
and along the spanwise direction: „a… streamline plot; „b … con-
tour plot of pressure
328 Õ Vol. 123, AUGUST 2001
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stenosis. On the lower wall also, the shear stress reaches a m
mum just below the tip of the stenosis. Downstream of the ste
sis, the shear stress exhibits local extrema, which are directly
lated to the mean recirculation regions observed in Fig. 6~a!. The
mean pressure coefficient plots in Fig. 7~b! also show the signifi-
cant pressure drop that occurs across the stenosis. On both w
the pressure drops significantly across the stenosis and then
at a relatively low value until aboutx56H. Beyond this, the
pressure increases and attains an almost constant value, whi
significantly lower than that at the inlet. The plot indicates that t
overall pressure drop between the inlet and exit is (pexit
2p0 )/q0 520.8.

In addition to the mean pressure and shear stress on the w
the fluctuation level in these quantities is also of considera
interest. Pressure fluctuations on the arterial wall produces ac
tic signals that can be detected externally@7,12#. Furthermore, it
has been noted that highly variable wall shear stress can
result in a predilection toward atherosclerosis. The variability
shear stress can prevent endothelial cells from aligning in
direction of the flow, thereby making the intima more permeab
to the entry of monocytes and lipoproteins@29,30#. In Fig. 8 the
variation of the root-mean-square~rms! skin friction coefficient
and pressure gradient on the two walls is plotted. It is conveni
and more insightful to plot the rms of the pressure gradient its
since this automatically de-emphasizes the low-frequency par
the pressure fluctuation associated with the pulsatile flow. It

Fig. 7 Nondimensionalized shear stress and pressure on the
lower and upper walls of the channel: „a… skin friction coeffi-
cient Cf ; „b … pressure coefficient Cp

Fig. 8 Root mean square „rms … shear stress and pressure gra-
dient on the lower and upper walls of the channel: „a… root
mean square skin friction coefficient „Cf… rms ; „b … root-mean-
square pressure gradient „p t… rms
Transactions of the ASME
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observed that the two sets of plots bear a striking resemblanc
each other, which again underscores the direct relationship
tween the pressure and velocity gradients in the channel. B
plots show a relatively high level of variability in the region of th
stenosis. However, interestingly, the plot also indicates a local
region of high shear and pressure gradient fluctuations do
stream of the stenosis. On the lower wall, this local maximum
located at aboutx/H58, and for the upper wall it occurs at abo
x/H56.5. The high fluctuation level at these particular locatio
can be traced back to the vortex dynamics of post-stenotic fl
Figure 4~c! clearly shows that vortices from the separated sh
layer coming off the stenosis impact the upper wall at ab
x/H56.5 and this directly causes the large fluctuation in w
pressure and shear stress observed at this location. Similarly
vorticity layer that separates from the lower wall rolls up in
large vortices as observed in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!. These large
vortices develop in the region 7,x/H,9 near the lower wall and
this causes the large variability in the wall shear and press
observed in this location.

Additional insight into the dynamics of the flow can be gain
by analyzing the temporal variation of the streamwise veloc
downstream of the stenosis. In Fig. 9~a! are plotted the variation
of the streamwise velocity with time at the channel centerline
four different streamwise locations downstream of the steno
The curve marked~i ! corresponds to a location ofx/H54.5,
which lies upstream of the region where the vortex rollup h
pens. At this location, the velocity variation is mostly sinusoid
except for a small perturbation that appears at aboutt/T50.25.
This perturbation is caused by the passage of the starting vo
which can be clearly observed in Fig. 4~b!. Curve~i i ! in Fig. 9~a!
shows the temporal variation atx/H56.1, and this figure shows
the presence of high-frequency oscillations superposed on
flow pulsations. Careful examination of the flow field indicat
that the high-frequency oscillations are caused by periodic sh
ding of vortices from both vorticity layers. This shedding appe
at the phase in the cycle where the velocity is close to the m
mum and persists for some time beyond this phase. Similar vo
shedding behavior has been observed in the experimental stu
Khalifa and Giddens@31# and Lieber and Giddens@32#. Curve
( i i i ) shows the temporal variation further downstream of
stenosis atx/H59.1. This location is downstream of the positio
of initial rollup of vortices and lies in the region where the vor
ces start to break down into smaller scale turbulent structure
can be observed that the velocity variation does not show
organized high-frequency fluctuations observed atx/H56.1. In-
stead, large-scale fluctuations, occurring primarily in the decel
tion phase of the cycle, are observed. The presence of large-
fluctuations primarily in the deceleration phase has been obse
in experiments before@31# and the current LES clearly picks u
this feature of post-stenotic flow. Finally, curve~iv! shows the
temporal variation atx/H512.3, which is significantly down-
stream of the stenosis. Again, it is found that most of the fluct
tions appear in the deceleration phase of the cycle. However, c
parison with the velocity variation atx/H59.1 clearly shows that
the viscosity has significantly attenuated the strength of the tu
lent fluctuation.

The frequency of the vortex shedding can be determined
computing the Fourier spectrum of the temporal variations. Ho
ever, due to the complexity of the shedding process, there is
nificant cycle-to-cycle phase jitter in the high-frequency fluctu
tion. Thus, a straightforward Fourier analysis of the entire ti
trace tends to diminish the peak corresponding to the h
frequency vortex shedding. A phase-averaging technique
therefore been employed that minimizes the effect of the ph
jitter and provides an accurate view of the high-frequency par
the spectrum. This type of decomposition in the analysis of fl
flow was first suggested by Reynolds and Hussain@33# and used
in the context of pulsatile arterial flows by Khalifa and Gidde
@34#. Here a brief description of this technique is provided and
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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Fig. 9 „a… Temporal variation of streamwise velocity „u 1… over
one cycle at various locations on the channel centerline. The
locations have been indicated by solid circles in Fig. 3. The
plots have been offset in the vertical direction. „i … x ÕHÄ4.5;
offset Ä0; „i i … x ÕHÄ6.1; offset Ä¿2; „i i i … x ÕHÄ9.1; offset Ä
¿6; „iv … x ÕHÄ12.3; offset Ä¿8. „b … plot of velocity variation, its
phase average „ũ 1… and deviation from phase average „u 19… at
x ÕHÄ6.1. „c … Frequency spectra of „u 19… corresponding to the
variations in Fig. 9. The spectra have been offset by a factor in
the vertical direction. „i … x ÕHÄ4.5; offset ÄÃ1; „i i … x ÕHÄ6.1;
offset ÄÃ10; „i i i … x ÕHÄ9.1; offset ÄÃ100; „iv … x ÕHÄ12.3;
offset ÄÃ2000. Vertical line in the spectra indicates the Strou-
hal number „Ä0.94… of the high-frequency vortex shedding.
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reader is referred to these two papers for further details. In
approach the time variation of a quantityf is decomposed as:

f ~x,t !5 f̃ ~x1 ,x2 ,t !1 f 9~x,t ! (2)

where f̃ is the time-varying coherent~or deterministic or phase
average! part of the flow and is usually computed by ensemb
averaging in experiments@33#. Here this quantity has been com
puted by phase-averaging over each flow cycle and also along
homogeneous spanwise direction. Deviation away from
phase-average is identified as the incoherent part of the signa
is denoted byf 9. In the temporal analysis of fluid flow data, th
decomposition has the advantage that it provides some measu
separation between time scales that are directly the result o
low-frequency forcing and scales that are characteristic of tur
lence or other high-frequency phenomena. Figure 9~b! shows the
instantaneous variation of the streamwise velocity~u1! at x/H
56.1 along with its phase average (ũ1) and the deviation (u19)
away from the phase average. As can be clearly observed
phase average comprises primarily of the low-frequency variat
whereas the fluctuation component captures the high-freque
part of the temporal variation.

In Fig. 9~c! the frequency spectra corresponding to the tem
ral variation ofu19 has been plotted. At each probe location, t
frequency spectrum has been computed and averaged over
cycle as well as over the 16 spanwise locations. The spectru
presented as a log–log plot, and the spectrum for each probe
been shifted along the ordinate so as to present all the data in
figure. Curve~i i ! corresponds to the locationx/H56.1. The key
difference between this and the previous spectrum~i !, which cor-
responds to the locationx/H54.5, is the presence of a peak
about St50.94, which corresponds to the high-frequency osci
tion observed in Fig. 9~a!. Curves~i i i ! and~iv! correspond to the
spectra atx/H59.1 and 12.3, respectively. The notable featu
here is that the high-frequency peak at St50.94 is absent and
there are no other distinctive peaks in the high-frequency ra
Also plotted here is a line with slope corresponding to (St)25/3.
By comparing with this line, it is noted that the spectrum atx/H
512.3 does contain a short inertial subrange@35# in the Strouhal
number range from 0.4 to 1.4. This suggests that the flow
downstream of the stenosis is turbulent, although the short ine
range points to a flow that is far from being a fully develop
equilibrium turbulent flow. As mentioned earlier in the introdu
tion, this is expected to be a characteristic of flows in large ar
ies.

In Fig. 10~a! the temporal variation of the pressure coefficie
over one cycle at four streamwise location on the lower wall
been plotted. The streamwise locations coincide with those in
9~a!. The plot shows that even at the lower wall the press
clearly shows the signature of the high-frequency fluctuation
x/H56.1. In fact, the corresponding frequency spectrum ofp9 at
this location shown in Fig. 10~b! also exhibits a peak at aroun
St50.94. This has important implications from a diagnostic po
of view since it indicates that acoustic signals corresponding
this high-frequency fluctuation have the potential of being tra
mitted through the arterial wall and may be detectable thro
noninvasive procedures such as phonoangiography@12#.

It should be pointed out that high-frequency vortex formation
separated shear layers is a well-known phenomenon in bluff-b
wakes @9,36# where it has been found that the shear layer f
quency (f SL) scales asf SL50.0235f K Red

0.67 where f K is the Kar-
man vortex shedding frequency and Red is the Reynolds numbe
based on the cylinder diameter and free-stream velocity. Gi
that at high Reynolds numbers, the Strouhal number corresp
ing to Karman vortex shedding from a circular cylinder is a
proximately constant at 0.21, this scaling indicates that a sh
layer Strouhal number of 0.94 would occur at Red'2520. This is
higher than the maximum inlet Reynolds number in the curr
simulation. However, the Reynolds number based on the velo
330 Õ Vol. 123, AUGUST 2001
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in the stenosis is expected to be higher due to the contractio
the channel, and therefore it is quite possible that the high
quency observed in post-stenotic flow could be governed b
scaling relationship similar to that for bluff-body wakes. Obtai
ing such a correlation between stenotic severity and frequenc
pressure fluctuations could prove useful in the diagnosis of arte
disease. Testing of this hypothesis requires a systematic param
study and a series of simulations is currently being performed
order to examine such a scaling law for post-stenotic flows.

In addition to the mean flow quantities, statistics involving t
velocity fluctuations are also important in the physical descript
of turbulent flows. Quantities such as turbulent stresses and
bulence kinetic energy are dynamically significant, since th
quantify the momentum and energy exchange that results from
turbulent fluctuations. Predicting the distribution of these stati

Fig. 10 „a… Temporal variation of pressure coefficient over one
cycle at various streamwise locations on the lower wall at
streamline locations corresponding to previous plot. The plots
have been offset in the vertical direction. „i … x ÕHÄ4.5; offset
Ä0; „i i … x ÕHÄ6.1; offset Ä¿4; „i i i … x ÕHÄ9.1; offset Ä¿8; „iv …
x ÕHÄ12.3; offset Ä¿12. „b … Frequency spectra of p 9 corre-
sponding to the pressure variations in Fig. 10 „a…. The spectra
have been offset by a factor in the vertical direction. „i … x ÕH
Ä4.5; offset ÄÃ1; „i i … x ÕHÄ6.1; offset ÄÃ10; „i i i … x ÕHÄ9.1;
offset ÄÃ103; „iv … x ÕHÄ12.3; offset ÄÃŠ5Ã105

…. Vertical line in
the spectra indicates the Strouhal number „Ä0.94… of the high-
frequency vortex shedding.
Transactions of the ASME
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cal quantities is also important from hemodynamic consideratio
since blood flowing through regions of high-intensity turbulen
would experience high mixing rates and individual blood ce
would experience highly variable hydrodynamic forces. In th
regard, LES offers a significantly better prediction capability th
conventional RANS simulations, where these turbulence qua
ties are completely modeled and therefore prone to large erro

In Fig. 11~a! a contour plot of the fluctuation kinetic energy

which is given by the average of(1/2)(ui9ui9), has been plotted. It
can be seen that the fluctuation kinetic energy computed from
decomposition in Eq.~2! correctly indicates that there are no high
frequency fluctuations upstream of the stenosis. Furthermore
plot also shows that high-intensity fluctuations are generated
the locations where the two shear layers roll up into vortices. T
region of significant fluctuations extends from about 6H to 10H
in the streamwise direction. Beyond this region, the fluctuatio
decay under the influence of viscosity.

Figure 11~b! shows the time-averaged subgrid-scale~SGS!
eddy viscosity, which has been normalized by the molecular v
cosity. A number of interesting observations can be made fr
this plot. The plot clearly shows that the SGS eddy viscosity
virtually zero upstream of the stenosis. This is consistent with
fact that even though the flow upstream of the stenosis is
steady, it remains laminar. Furthermore, the eddy viscosity is a
small in the shear layer separating from the stenosis, and th
also as expected since transition to turbulence is expected to o
in the downstream end of the shear layer. Most of the SGS
cosity is produced in the region where the shear layers roll up
vortices. This is consistent with the observation that the fluct
tion kinetic energy also has a large magnitude in this region. T
the SGS model activated primarily in regions where the flow
turbulent. As pointed out earlier, this is one of the attractive fe
tures of the dynamic subgrid scale modeling procedure. The ac
magnitude of the SGS eddy viscosity depends on the intensit
turbulence and the grid resolution. In the current simulation
maximum averaged value of the normalized SGS viscosity in
region is about 0.7, which indicates that the SGS component a
up to 70 percent extra viscosity to the flow.

Summary
In this paper the application of the technique of large-ed

simulation to the study of flow in a modeled arterial stenosis
presented. A simple model with a semicircular one-sided sten
in a planar channel has been chosen. The flow at the channel
is varied in a sinusoidal manner, and the peak Reynolds num
and Strouhal number of the simulation are 2000 and 0.024,
spectively. Despite the simplicity of the geometrical model, t
simulated flow exhibits a number of features that match well w
experiments that have been carried out in more realistic ge
etries. In particular, the flow downstream of the stenosis shows
the classic features of post-stenotic flow that have been obse
before in the experiments of Khalifa and Giddens@31# and Lieber
and Giddens@32#. In addition to this, flow visualizations and fre
quency spectra also provide additional insight into the evolut
of the vortical structures downstream of the stenosis. Flow sta

Fig. 11 „a… Contour plot of fluctuation kinetic energy; „b … con-
tour plot of averaged subgrid scale „SGS… viscosity. In both
plots, dark shades represents higher magnitudes.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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tics have been accumulated over a number of flow cycles. T
allows us to clearly pinpoint the region where most of the turb
lence is generated. It is also shown that the SGS model activ
in regions of high turbulence intensity and in the current simu
tion, the subgrid-scale eddy viscosity contributes up to about
percent extra viscosity to the flow. Finally, the current simulatio
show that the flow immediately downstream of the stenosis is
the most part transitional in nature. However, farther downstre
the spectra indicate the presence of a fully turbulent flow with
short inertial subrange.

In the current study, an attempt has been made to demons
that large-eddy simulation is well suited for the simulation a
analysis of turbulent and transitional cardiovascular flows. T
many unique features of LES lead to its effectiveness and prom
in providing information that could prove invaluable in our unde
standing of complex arterial flows and diagnosis of arterial d
ease. However, even for the relatively simple flow investiga
here, over 500 CPU hours are needed to complete the study. T
the wealth of information obtained from LES comes at a sign
cant computational cost; therefore, highly efficient algorithms a
state-of-the-art computers need to be used if this technique is t
applied to the study of complex cardiovascular flows. The wo
presented in this paper is currently being extended to obtain
formation on the correlation between stenosis degree and p
stenotic flow behavior. Such information could potentially have
impact on the noninvasive diagnosis of arterial disease.
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